SÜLEYMAN DEMİREL UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND APPLIED SCIENCES

Admission Criteria for International Students

Graduate Programs in Turkish

1. Students, to apply for graduate programs, are supposed to submit an acceptance letter from the lecturer whom they want to be their advisor during their education,

2. • Students, to apply for master’s programs, are supposed to submit the original undergraduate diploma or graduation certificate, and notary certified Turkish translation of those documents,
   • Students, to apply for PhD programs, are supposed to submit the original undergraduate and graduate diploma or undergraduate and graduation certificate, and notary certified Turkish translation of those documents,

3. • Students, to apply for master’s programs, are supposed to submit the transcript showing their undergraduate grade point average and notary certified Turkish translation of their transcripts,
   • Students, to apply for PhD programs, are supposed to submit transcripts showing their undergraduate and graduate grade point averages and notary certified Turkish translation of their transcripts,

4. Students, having done their undergraduate degree abroad, are supposed to submit an original Turkish Proficiency Certificate, with a minimum of “C1” level in Turkish, awarded by SDÜ-TÜDAM, TÖMER, Yunus Emre Institute and Turkish Language Teaching Research and Application Center of universities, (Candidates, having done their undergraduate degree in Turkey, are exempt.)

5. • Students, to apply for master’s programs, are supposed to submit an original foreign language examination certificate such as YDS or another exam approved by directorate of ÖSYM (Student Selection and Placement Center) showing they have taken the exam,
   • Students, to apply for PhD programs, are supposed to submit a foreign language examination certificate either a minimum score of 55 from the YDS exam or an international one whose equivalence is approved by the ÖSYM council -except their native languages- in either English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese or Persian,

6. The original residence permit taken from provincial directorate of security or a notary certified copy of it, (it will be submitted after registration.)
7. The original passport and educational visa and notary certified Turkish translation of those documents,

8. 4 portrait photos taken within the last 6 months,

9.  
   - Students are supposed to submit a motivation letter stating their aim of doing graduate (MSc) study,
   - Students are supposed to submit a motivation letter stating their aim of doing PhD study,

10. 2 reference letters, (The original reference letters must be submitted during registration.)

11. Students, who get scholarship, are supposed to submit the original scholarship documents and notary certified Turkish translation of those documents,

12. Semester fee is determined by Süleyman Demirel University council each year. (Candidates, admitted to the university, are supposed to deposit educational fee in the account number which will be announced later in order to register to the university.)